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ABSTRACT

Theories of the Beaufort Gyre (BG) dynamics commonly represent the halocline as a single

layer with a thickness depending on the Eulerian-mean and eddy-induced overturning. However,

observations suggest that the isopycnal slope increases with depth, and a theory to explain this

profile remains outstanding. Here we develop a multi-layer model of the BG, including the

Eulerian-mean velocity, mesoscale eddy activity, diapycnal mixing, and lateral boundary fluxes,

and use it to investigate the dynamics within the Pacific Winter Water (PWW) layer. Using

theoretical considerations, observational data, and idealized simulations, we demonstrate that the

eddy overturning is critical in explaining the observed vertical structure. In the absence of the eddy

overturning, the Ekman pumping and the relatively weak vertical mixing would displace isopycnals

in a nearly parallel fashion, contrary to observations. This study finds that the observed increase

of the isopycnal slope with depth in the climatological state of the gyre is consistent with a Gent-

McWilliams eddy diffusivity coefficient that decreases by at least 10-40% over the PWW layer. We

further show that the depth-dependent eddy diffusivity profile can explain the relative magnitude

of the correlated isopycnal depth and layer thickness fluctuations on interannual timescales. Our

inference that the eddy overturning generates the isopycnal layer thickness gradients is consistent

with the parameterization of eddies via a Gent-McWilliams scheme but not potential vorticity

diffusion. This study implies that using a depth-independent eddy diffusivity, as is commonly done

in low-resolution ocean models, may contribute to misrepresentation of the interior BG dynamics.
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1. Introduction29

a. The Beaufort Gyre circulation30

The Beaufort Gyre in the Canadian Basin of the Arctic Ocean is driven by the anticyclonic31

winds associated with the Beaufort High sea level pressure center (Proshutinsky and Johnson32

1997). Ekman convergence accumulates low-salinity water (e.g., from river discharge and sea ice33

loss) and deforms the isopycnals, inducing an anticyclonic circulation in the halocline (Figure 1a34

and Proshutinsky et al. (2002)). The Beaufort Gyre contains ∼20,000 km3 of freshwater, about35

one-fifth of the Arctic Ocean’s total (Haine et al. 2015). When the atmospheric forcing relaxes36

(i.e., is anomalously cyclonic) for a sustained period, freshwater is thought to be released from37

storage and fluxed to the subarctic seas. The weakening of the Beaufort Gyre in an ocean-sea ice38

model has been found to coincide with the so-called "Great Salinity Anomaly" events of the 1970s-39

1990s (Proshutinsky et al. 2015), in which freshwater pulses circulated through the North Atlantic40

subpolar gyre (Dickson et al. 1988; Belkin et al. 1998; Belkin 2004). Upper-ocean freshening41

inhibits deep convective mixing in the Labrador Sea and Nordic Seas, a process by which air-sea42

heat fluxes remove sufficient buoyancy to destabilize the stratification (Gelderloos et al. 2012;43

Lauvset et al. 2018). Therefore, Beaufort Gyre dynamics have potentially important implications44

for the thermohaline circulation (Jackson and Vellinga 2013), which has far-reaching connections45

with the broader climate system through its role in transporting surface heat and carbon to depth46

(Buckley and Marshall 2016).47

The Beaufort Gyre undergoes significant interannual variability. Recently, anomalously anti-48

cyclonic conditions have prevailed, as indicated by the deepening of isopycnals in the halocline49

(Zhong et al. 2019) and the accumulation of ∼500 km3 yr−1 of freshwater during 2003-201850

(Proshutinsky et al. 2019a,b). The volume of Pacific Winter Water (PWW) (i.e., the water mass51
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bounded by the 1026-1027 kg m−3 isopycnals between ∼100-200 m depth) alone increased by 500052

km3, or about 18%, during 2002–2016 (Zhong et al. 2019). The significant loss of sea ice after53

2007 and the coincident spinup of the gyre have resulted in enhanced mechanical energy input54

due to a combined impact from wind and ice stresses (Armitage et al. 2020). Understanding the55

key processes leading to these changes and predicting the overall evolution of the Beaufort Gyre56

remains a major challenge.57

Among the factors that have been hypothesised to affect the halocline dynamics are the Ekman58

pumping, sea ice cover, mesoscale eddies, and diabatic mixing. Observations indicate that Ekman59

pumping, driven by both sea ice andwind-induced ocean stresses, plays amajor role in the halocline60

deepening (Proshutinsky et al. 2019b; Meneghello et al. 2018a,b, 2020). However, observations61

also suggest that the halocline is baroclinically unstable as mesoscale eddies are ubiquitous in the62

Canada Basin (Zhao et al. 2016, 2018). In general, mesoscale eddies can redistribute isopycnal63

layer thicknesses laterally and as a result affect the halocline depth (Manucharyan and Spall 2016).64

In addition, on sufficiently long timescales the vertical mixing can lead to significant changes in65

the halocline structure (Spall 2013). At present, the basic dynamical balance of the Beaufort Gyre66

remains uncertain and multiple theories have been proposed that can be at odds with one another67

and with the observational evidence in certain respects. Below we summarize existing Beaufort68

Gyre models and discuss their limitations with respect to capturing these dynamics.69

b. Theories of the Beaufort Gyre dynamics70

Spall (2013) proposed that eddy boundary fluxes of buoyancy are balanced by diapycnal diffusion71

in the gyre interior. In this framework, eddies transport cold, fresh shelf water from the boundary72

current to the upper halocline and warm, salty Atlantic water to the lower halocline, restoring the73

stratification that is homogenized by diapycnal diffusion. In this idealized configuration, the ocean74
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was forced with uniform winds and the Ekman convergence is unnecessary to explain the isopycnal75

profile and boundary currents. As a result, there is an unrealistically homogeneous distribution of76

the freshwater content in the interior of the Beaufort Gyre and the halocline depth variations are77

not linked to Ekman pumping as they are in observations (Proshutinsky et al. 2019b).78

To explore the role of eddies in the Beaufort Gyre equilibration forced by Ekman pumping,79

Manucharyan and Spall (2016); Manucharyan et al. (2016) have developed a single-layer model80

using the Transformed Eulerian Mean formalism (Andrews and McIntyre 1976, 1978; Boyd 1976;81

Vallis 2017). Specifically, Ekman pumping gives rise to a baroclinically unstable tilt of isopycnals,82

generating mesoscale eddies which reduce their slope via along-isopycnal (i.e. adiabatic) fluxes83

represented by the Gent-McWilliams (GM) parameterization (Gent and Mcwilliams 1990). In a84

steady state, the residual circulation, a sum of the Ekman- and eddy-induced circulations, directly85

balances buoyancy sources and sinks (Andrews and McIntyre 1976). In the gyre interior, the86

residual circulation is balanced by diapycnal mixing (an effective volume source/sink of buoyancy)87

and is thought to be an order of magnitude smaller than the Ekman- and eddy-induced circulations.88

Through a phenomenon coined the “Ice-Ocean Stress Governor," Meneghello et al. (2018a)89

have suggested that the presence of sea ice (i.e., ice-ocean stresses) could obviate the need for an90

eddy-induced circulation to equilibrate the gyre. In a steady state, the net Ekman pumping might be91

negligibly small with wind-driven downwelling balancing the ice-driven upwelling – a mechanism92

also pointed out in Dewey et al. (2018) and Zhong et al. (2018). However, the Beaufort Gyre is not93

fully ice-covered and observations suggest that the Ice-Ocean Stress Governor mechanism reduces94

the effective strength of the Ekman pumping to about ∼3 m yr−1 (Meneghello et al. 2017); this95

remaining Ekman pumping needs to be counteracted by some process (presumably eddy activity)96

in order to achieve a steady state. Using a hierarchy of models, Doddridge et al. (2019) have97

demonstrated that the steady-state balance is determined by wind stress on the ice-free ocean, the98
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Ice-Ocean Governor mechanism, and mesoscale eddy fluxes. The Ice-Ocean Governor mechanism99

is thought to dominate the transient evolution on interannual timescales, with eddy fluxes becoming100

important on longer timescales (Meneghello et al. 2020). Analysing the interannual gyre variability,101

Armitage et al. (2020) inferred that the eddy dissipation by friction against the sea ice must be102

present in order to balance the gyre’s mechanical energy sources and sinks, particularly since 2007103

when sea ice concentrations have significantly decreased. Thus, while the ice-ocean governor104

mechanism does not require eddies, they are nonetheless prominent in the Beaufort Gyre (Zhao105

et al. 2016, 2018) and their observationally-constrained diffusivity can be of sufficient magnitude106

to counteract the Ekman pumping (Meneghello et al. 2018b) and the accumulation of potential107

energy (Armitage et al. 2020).108

In this study we point out the critical role of eddies in controlling the vertical structure of109

the Beaufort Gyre halocline. Specifically, we focus on explaining the significant variations of110

isopycnal slopes with depth that are evident in the climatological state of the gyre (Figures 1b,111

2c). Prior models (e.g., Manucharyan et al. 2016; Doddridge et al. 2019; Meneghello et al. 2020)112

have represented the halocline as a single layer or as multiple layers with a constant eddy buoyancy113

diffusivity and cannot explain the vertical structure, as will be demonstrated. To explain the114

observed isopycnal slope profile, we develop a framework for a multi-layer gyre model and use it115

to evaluate the relative role of Ekman pumping, vertical mixing, and eddy overturning in driving116

the thickness variability in the PWW layer.117

c. Overview of the Study118

In Section 2, we investigate observational data from multiple sources to characterize the mean119

state and variability of the isopycnal structure in the Beaufort Gyre, with a focus on the PWW layer.120

In Section 3, we derive a multi-layer model that generalizes those of Spall (2013); Manucharyan121
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and Spall (2016); Manucharyan et al. (2016); Meneghello et al. (2018a) and includes all major122

physical processes: Ekman pumping, mesoscale eddy activity, and diapycnal diffusion. In the123

subsequent sections, we quantify how each term in the model contributes to the observed isopycnal124

slope profile and layer thickness variability in the gyre interior. In Section 4, we quantify the125

depth-dependence of the Eulerian-mean vertical velocity and demonstrate that its contribution to126

the PWW layer thickening is negligible. In Section 5, we exclude diapycnal mixing as the cause127

of the PWW layer thickening. In Section 6, we perform modeling experiments to demonstrate that128

increasing thickness in the gyre interior can be explained by the activity of mesoscale eddies in the129

GM parameterization if the eddy buoyancy diffusivity coefficient varies with depth. Combining130

this theoretical framework with observational data, we then infer the vertical structure of the eddy131

buoyancy diffusivity coefficient. In addition, we discuss the inability of alternative eddy flux132

parameterizations, such as potential vorticity or thickness diffusion, to explain the layer thickness133

variability. Finally, in Section 7, we summarize and discuss the implications of our findings.134

2. Observational data135

The Ekman pumping velocity in the Canada Basin for 2003-2014, including ice-ocean and136

air-ocean stresses, has been estimated using observations of the surface wind, ocean geostrophic137

velocity, and sea ice concentration (Meneghello et al. 2017). Annual-mean values of the Ekman138

pumping velocity on a 25-km equal-area grid are obtained from the authors and averaged spatially.139

The Beaufort Gyre Observing System (BGOS) consists of four moorings (denoted A-D; Figure140

1a), deployed from 2003-present, which are equipped with McLane Moored Profilers that measure141

pressure, temperature, salinity, velocity, and other oceanographic variables at high spatial and142

temporal resolution: two profiles of the ∼50-2000 m depth range (staggered by six hours) are143

produced every ∼54 h. Using the profiles, time series of isopycnal depth and layer thickness are144
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inferred for the PWW (defined by the 1026 kg m−3 and 1027 kg m−3 isopycnals). Since our study145

focuses upon the interannual to decadal variability of the PWW layer thickness, profiles containing146

high-frequency vertical displacements due to the passage of eddies are removed where possible.147

For each profile, eddy kinetic energy (EKE) is calculated as148

EKE =
1
2

∫ z2

z1

ρ(u2+ v2) dz, (1)

where ρ is the potential density, u is the zonal velocity, v is the meridional velocity, and z1, z2 =149

−300,−90 m are the integration bounds (see Zhao et al. (2016)). At each mooring (excluding150

C, where observations are insufficient), isopycnal depth measurements which correspond to EKE151

exceeding the 90th percentile of available data are removed. Isopycnal depths are then smoothed152

with a ∼90-day moving median filter.153

Vertical profiles of the isopycnal slope (S = −(∂b̄/∂r)/(∂ b̄/∂z), where b is the buoyancy) are cal-154

culated using theMonthly Isopycnal&Mixed-layer OceanClimatology (MIMOC) data (Schmidtko155

et al. 2013), as the mooring data have insufficient spatial coverage to estimate the radial derivative.156

The MIMOC product consists of a monthly climatology of salinity and temperature on a 0.5◦ x157

0.5◦ horizontal grid from 80◦S-90◦N and 81 pressure levels from 0-1950 dbar. MIMOC ingests158

a variety of quality-controlled data, primarily from 2007-2011, such as ARGO floats (Roemmich159

et al. 2009), Ice-Tethered Profilers (ITPs) (Toole et al. 2011), and theWorld Ocean Database (Boyer160

et al. 2009); details of the data processing are provided in Schmidtko et al. (2013). MIMOC has161

been successfully used to investigate the climatology of the Beaufort Gyre (Meneghello et al. 2017)162

and is well-suited for the present study. At each location, the radial direction is taken to be down163

the mean horizontal buoyancy gradient in the halocline from 70-600 m. The profiles are smoothed164

to reduce noise.165
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The stratification of the PWW layer in the "cold halocline" (i.e., the region from ∼100-200 m166

in Figure 2a-b; see also Timmermans et al. (2017)) is primarily determined by salinity, and is167

characterized by an increase of isopcynal slope with depth in the MIMOC climatology (Figure168

2c). The isopycnals defining the PWW layer generally deepened during 2004-2018, suggesting169

a spinup of the gyre (Figure 3a-d), while the layer thickness increased (Figure 3e-h). In Section170

3, we show that these observations can be explained by the activity of mesoscale eddies in171

the GM parameterization, where the eddy buoyancy diffusivity coefficient increases with depth.172

Furthermore, in Section 6b, we derive a framework to infer the vertical structure of the eddy173

buoyancy diffusivity from the isopycnal depth and thickness variations during the gyre’s transient174

evolution.175

3. Ekman-driven gyre model176

a. Model description177

The Beaufort Gyre is modeled using the Transformed Eulerian Mean framework in which the178

mean buoyancy is advected by the residual circulation, a sum of the Ekman and eddy-induced179

streamfunctions:180

Ψ
res = Ψ+Ψ∗. (2)

Away from continental slopes, the eddy momentum fluxes can be neglected and the Eulerian-181

mean circulation is given by the Ekman pumping Ψ = τ/(ρ0 f ) (Manucharyan and Isachsen 2019),182

neglecting any vertical variation (shown to be negligible in Section 4); here τ is the azimuthal183

surface stress, ρ0 is a reference density, and f is the Coriolis parameter. The surface stress (τ) is184
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composed of the atmosphere-ocean and the ice-ocean components that we do not explicitly separate185

as we consider the gyre evolution under a general time-dependent stress, τ(r,t).186

The eddy-induced overturning represents the cumulative activity of mesoscale eddies that act to187

reduce the isopycnal slope. Using the GM parameterization (Gent and Mcwilliams 1990; Gent188

et al. 1995), the eddy streamfunction Ψ∗ is defined by either horizontal or vertical eddy buoyancy189

fluxes as Ψ∗ = −w′b′/(∂b/∂r) = v′b′/(∂b/∂z), where v is the radial velocity, w is the vertical190

velocity, and primes represent perturbations from the mean. Here horizontal eddy buoyancy fluxes191

are downgradient, i.e.,192

v′b′ = −Kb∂b
∂r

and Ψ∗ = KbS, (3)

where S is the isopycnal slope and Kb [m2 s−1] is the GM eddy buoyancy diffusivity. See Section193

6a for details of the parameterization.194

The Eulerian-mean vertical velocity (wEk) and eddy-induced vertical velocity (w∗) are given195

by the radial derivatives of the respective streamfunctions. Then the time-evolution of the ith196

isopycnal depth (hi > 0) is controlled by three dynamical processes (Figure 4): Ekman pumping,197

mesoscale eddy activity (including boundary fluxes), and diapycnal diffusion. Specifically,198

∂hi

∂t
+

1
r
∂

∂r

(
r
τ

ρ0 f

)
︸          ︷︷          ︸
Ekman: wEk

−
1
r
∂

∂r

(
rKb

i
∂hi

∂r

)
︸             ︷︷             ︸

Eddies: w∗

−
∂

∂z

(
κd ∂b
∂z

)
/
∂b
∂z︸              ︷︷              ︸

Diabatic: wd

= 0. (4)

An axisymmetric coordinate system is used with r the radial coordinate and z positive up; here199

wEk < 0 for Ekman pumping.200

The boundary conditions for Equation 4 have important implications for the gyre dynamics,201

affecting the equilibration timescale and the mean depth of the halocline. Manucharyan and Spall202
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(2016); Manucharyan et al. (2016) have chosen a fixed-depth condition:203

∂hi

∂r

����
r=0
= 0, hi(R) = hi0, (5)

where R ≈ 600 km is the gyre radius. This framework describes a gyre driven by atmospheric204

forcing, i.e., the Ekman-induced velocity (integrated over the gyre interior) drives changes in the205

isopycnal depth, while fluxes through a thin lateral boundary layer dynamically adjust to provide the206

required volume. There is a limitless availability of water masses of each density class, formed by207

surface buoyancy fluxes where isopycnals outcrop at the boundary, internal gravity wave breaking,208

etc. On the other hand, a boundary flux can be explicitly prescribed:209

∂hi

∂r

����
r=0
= 0,

∂hi

∂r

����
r=R
= −Qi/2πRKb

i , (6)

where Qi (m3 s−1) is the volumetric flux outwards through the gyre boundary between the surface210

and the ith isopycnal. Here the flux condition is on the eddy diffusion operator, i.e., the flux is211

injected to the gyre interior by eddies. In this view, the gyre can be driven by lateral boundary212

fluxes independent of the Ekman pumping. The choice of Qi = 0 represents a no-flux condition,213

in which the volume between isopycnals is conserved. Equation 6 implies that the volume flux per214

unit m outwards through the boundary by eddies is215

∂Q
∂z
= 2πR

∂

∂z
[
KbS

]
r=R . (7)

Mixed-layer buoyancy fluxes are neglected since only shallow isopycnals in the halocline outcrop216

away from the boundaries (see, e.g., Figure 1b) and these fluxes have not been hitherto well217

constrained.218

We separate wEk into time-dependent and space-dependent components: wEk = pEk(t)w1(r),219

where the prefactor pEk(t) is unitless and w1(r) is an idealized spatial profile. For Equation 4 with220

a fixed boundary condition (see discussion of boundary conditions below), we choose a profile221
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of w1 which is constant in the gyre interior as in Manucharyan and Spall (2016); Manucharyan222

et al. (2016) (Figure 5d). For Equation 4 with a flux boundary condition, we choose a spatial223

profile of w1 corresponding to nearly constant Ekman pumping in the gyre interior, subject to224

dynamical constraints. Specifically, w1 has a contribution from strong coastal upwelling near the225

gyre boundary as suggested by observations and ensures that the model with a flux boundary226

condition is volume-conserving in the absence of boundary fluxes (Q = 0) and diapycnal mixing227

(wd = 0); this is equivalent to the condition τ(R) = 0. Note that Equation 4 neglects the vertical228

variation of the Eulerian-mean vertical velocity, which is demonstrated to be small in Section 4.229

This decomposition of the Ekman pumping is validated by an EOF analysis of the observational230

data of Meneghello et al. (2017) over the region shown in Figure 5a-c. The first three EOFs explain231

about 27%, 21%, 15% of the variance, respectively. The first and second EOFs contain most of232

the variance in the radially symmetric patterns, and are qualitatively similar to the idealized spatial233

patterns of the Ekman pumping (Figure 5a-d). Finally, the velocity induced by diapycnal mixing is234

parameterized by a diapycnal diffusivity κd [m2 s−1]. For simplicity, we have used the weak-slope235

approximation and an assumption that the background stratification ∂b/∂z does not substantially236

change in time or space, resulting in b− b = ∂b/∂z(h− h) for any buoyancy perturbations from the237

background stratification; the assumption is akin to one commonly used in the quasigeostrophic238

approximation.239

b. Steady-state balance240

The profile of the halocline slope contains critical information about the relative contributions241

of Ekman pumping, mesoscale eddy activity, and diapycnal mixing (Figure 4) to the dynamical242

balance. For instance, in a steady state (neglecting diapycnal mixing and the minor variation of243

Ekman pumping with depth; see Sections 4 and 5), Equation 4 suggests a formula for the isopycnal244
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slope profile at a distance r from the gyre center:245

KbS = −
τ

ρ0 f
. (8)

Equation 8 implies that in a steady state, the vertical profile of the isopycnal slope is determined246

exclusively by the vertical profile of the eddy buoyancy diffusivity. In other words, if Kb is constant,247

then all isopycnal slopes must be equal and hence all isopycnals are parallel to each other. On the248

other hand, the observed increase of the mean isopycnal slope with depth in the halocline in the249

MIMOC climatology (Figure 2c) suggests that the eddy diffusivity must decrease with depth. Low-250

resolution ocean models which use a constant eddy diffusivity are unlikely to realistically represent251

spatial variations of isopycnal thickness in an equilibrated state (or, as we show in Section 6c, in a252

transient state).253

If the gyre were fully equilibrated, Equation 8 would provide a relationship among the (observed)254

Ekman pumping, isopycnal slope, and (unknown) vertically-varying eddy buoyancy diffusivity.255

Zhong et al. (2019) have used a steady-state argument to estimate the recent isopycnal deepening256

in the PWW layer due to Ekman pumping and mesoscale eddy activity. Yet during the period257

2005-2018, the Beaufort Gyre was not in an equilibrated state, and ∂h/∂t is at least as large as the258

Ekman- and eddy-induced velocities in Equation 4 (Figure 6a-b). Thus, we consider a model for259

the transient dynamics of the gyre (Equation 4 with all terms retained; see Figure 4).260

According to this model, several phenomena could potentially account for the expansion of the261

PWW layer, such as depth-variation of Ekman pumping, Kb, diabatic processes, or explicitly262

prescribed boundary fluxes of buoyancy (i.e., the flux boundary condition of Equation 6 with263

∂Q/∂z , 0.) In Section 6, we show that thickening of the PWW layer results as a transient264

response to increasing Ekman pumping in the presence of depth-dependent eddy diffusivity Kb,265

while the vertical variations of the Ekman pumping velocity (Section 4) and diapycnal mixing266
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(Section 5) act to contract the layer. In particular, we infer the vertical structure of the eddy267

buoyancy diffusivity from the transient evolution of the isopycnal depth and layer thickness, and268

show that, consistent with the structure inferred from Equation 8, it is decreasing with depth in the269

PWW layer.270

4. Eulerian-Mean velocity271

In the mid-latitudes, where the β-effect is non-negligible, the Sverdrup relation suggests that the272

Ekman velocity is balanced by the meridional transport of the water column below the Ekman layer,273

which leads to a dramatic decay of Ekman pumping velocitywith depth. (Also, in subtropical gyres,274

the Ekman-induced vertical velocity has been shown to be opposed by the activity of mesoscale275

eddies in a model (Doddridge et al. 2016)). Unlike in mid-latitude ocean gyres where Sverdrup276

theory is broadly applicable, the β-effect in the Beaufort Gyre is relatively weak. To quantify the277

vertical variation of the Eulerian-mean velocity in the interior of the Beaufort Gyre, we consider278

stratified linear dynamics where isopycnals are being displaced by the Ekman pumping velocity279

and the associated flow is in thermal wind balance.280

In this section, we consider all variables to be mean quantities and hence omit the overbars. For281

simplicity, we assume a Cartesian geometry and a sinusoidal surface stress varying only in the y-282

direction is applied to the gyre. Then the vertical Ekman-induced velocity at the base of the Ekman283

layer assumes the form wEk(y,0,t) ∼ sin(ky), where k = 2π/L and L represents a characteristic284

wavelength. Beneath the Ekman layer, the momentum equations are285

∂u
∂t
− f v = −

1
ρ0

∂p
∂x

and
∂v

∂t
+ f u = −

1
ρ0

∂p
∂y
, (9)

where (u,v) represent the velocity in the zonal and meridional directions. The flow is assumed286

to be slowly evolving such that ∂/∂t � f . The resulting balance implies that ∂v/∂t � f u and287
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can be neglected. In addition, it is assumed that the flow is hydrostatic, incompressible, and that288

N2 = −g/ρ0∂ρ/∂z varies only vertically. Since wEk is taken to be independent of x we obtain the289

following equation set, where p represents the hydrostatic pressure:290

∂p
∂z
= −ρg,

∂v

∂y
+
∂wEk

∂z
= 0,

∂ρ

∂t
+wEk ∂ρ

∂z
= 0. (10)

Combining the above equations yields the equation for the Ekman pumping distribution in the291

interior of the gyre:292

∂2wEk

∂z2 −
N2

f 2
∂2wEk

∂y2 = 0, (11)

with the bottom boundary condition taken to be ∂wEk(y,zb,t)/∂z = 0 because N2(zb) ≈ 0, where293

zb represents the level of the ocean bottom boundary layer (here assumed to be 4000 m). If wEk
294

assumes a wave-like ansatz wEk =<{Ŵ0(k)eikyŵEk(z)}, then the vertically-varying component295

satisfies296

∂2ŵEk

∂z2 −
k2N2

f 2 ŵEk = 0. (12)

If the buoyancy frequency N2 is constant with depth, then Equation 12 admits an exponentially297

decaying solution with an e-folding depth of kN/ f . However, N2 is strongly depth-dependent in298

the Beaufort Gyre (Figure 2b), and therefore we solve Equation 12 numerically using the observed299

mean profile of N2 from mooring B (there is little spatial variability in the stratification between300

the moorings) and L = 200, 300, 600 km. (Note that the characteristic length scale of the surface301

stress in the Beaufort Gyre is uncertain.)302

The velocity decays by no more than 10% between 100 and 200 m (Figure 6b) and persists to303

a bottom boundary layer; for characteristic wavelengths of L = 200, 300, 600 km, the velocity at304

4000 m is ∼70%, 85%, 95% of is value at the base of the surface Ekman layer and hence the305

bottom Ekman layer is necessary for mass conservation.306
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Using the ECCO ocean state estimate, Liang et al. (2017) have inferred the vertical structure of307

the Eulerian vertical velocity and its compensation by the eddy-induced vertical velocity. These308

estimates also suggest that the Eulerian vertical velocity does not decay significantly within the309

upper ∼1000 m of the water column (see their Figure 1), consistent with our findings. As the310

magnitude of the vertical Ekman pumping velocity decreases slightly with depth, it cannot be311

a significant factor in the recent expansion of the PWW layer. Rather, the effect of its vertical312

variation is a thinning (however negligible) of the layer and for simplicity, Equation 4 neglects the313

variation of the Ekman-induced vertical velocity with depth.314

5. Diapycnal mixing315

The stratification of the PWWlayer between∼100-200m is such that diapycnalmixing transiently316

reduces the layer thickness, even though the long-term effect of diapycnal mixing is to homogenize317

the water column. This is confirmed by the increase with depth of wd within the halocline (Figure318

6c).319

While observations of diapycnal mixing in the Arctic Ocean vary by several orders of magnitude320

both spatially and temporally (Rainville andWinsor 2008; Fer 2009; Lique et al. 2014), Lique et al.321

(2014) have estimated the diapycnal diffusivity at the four BGOS moorings using observations322

of temperature and velocity from CTDs and acoustic current meters mounted to the moorings.323

Within the halocline, these estimates generally range from ∼10−7-10−5 m2 s−1; here we assume a324

constant κd = 10−6 m2 s−1. Note that a strongly vertically varying diapycnal eddy diffusivity could325

potentially change the sign of wd , but this possibility is beyond the scope of this study.326

To further illustrate the contribution of wd to the layer thickness budget, the mean potential327

density profile ρ(z) at mooring B is diffused for 5 years by directly solving the diffusion equation328
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∂ρ

∂t
= κd ∂

2ρ

∂z2 (13)

with a no-flux boundary condition. With κd = 10−6 m2 s−1, the PWW layer contracts by ∼2 m over329

this period.330

6. Mesoscale Eddies331

a. Eddy flux parameterizations332

In this section, we investigate the role of mesoscale eddy activity in the transient evolution of333

the Beaufort Gyre. Eddy flux parameterizations arose from the need for coarse resolution ocean334

models to parameterize subgrid-scale baroclinic processes. The optimal parameterization of eddy335

fluxes is uncertain, and multiple alternatives have been proposed, leading to different dynamics.336

The development of the GM parameterization around 1990 allowed climate models to run stably337

without flux corrections for the first time by eliminating the "Veronis effect" (i.e., spurious vertical338

velocities that result from the then-commonplace horizontal diffusion; see Redi (1982); Gent339

(2011)). The GM scheme is predicated upon the principle that eddy fluxes should extract available340

potential energy from the fluid by reducing the slope of isopycnals while conserving the volume341

between isopycnals (Gent et al. 1995). Despite initial comparisons to a diffusion operator, the342

GM scheme constitutes an along-isopycnal, advective flux of buoyancy by eddy-induced transport343

velocities (i.e., v∗ and w∗; Gent et al. (1995); Treguier et al. (1997); Abernathey et al. (2013);344

Griffies (2018)). The horizontal eddy velocity satisfies v∗ = −∂(KbS)/∂z, where S = −∇b/(∂b/∂z)345

represents the slope of buoyancy surfaces. In addition to adiabatic buoyancy fluxes, tracers are346

diffused along isopycnals with a Redi diffusivity, which differs in general from Kb but is often347

assumed to be equivalent (Redi 1982; Gent et al. 1995).348
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Alternatively, mesoscale eddy activity can be represented as a diffusion of potential vorticity349

within isopycnal layers. In this case, it follows that v∗ = −Kq∂S/∂z (neglecting β, the meridional350

variation of the Coriolis parameter; Gent et al. (1995); Treguier et al. (1997); Abernathey et al.351

(2013); Griffies (2018)). A related variant is the diffusion of thickness between isopycnal interfaces,352

which is similar to a potential vorticity diffusion. By way of distinction, Treguier et al. (1997) point353

out that in isopycnal models, the GM parameterization bases eddy fluxes on the height of isopycnals354

rather than the thickness of isopycnal layers, leading to significant differences in dynamics when355

the eddy diffusivity coefficient varies vertically.356

Observational data suggests that potential vorticity gradients amplified the PWW layer when357

the gyre circulation intensified, which primarily took place during 2007-2010 (e.g., Figure 8 of358

Zhong et al. (2019)). But if the Ekman-driven Eulerian mean circulation is incapable of affecting359

the interior PV gradients, what explains the amplification of the interior PV gradients during the360

gyre spin up and their decrease during spin downs? The effect of diabatic mixing in the gyre361

interior, away from coastal boundaries and surface mixed layer, is negligibly small on timescales362

of a few years, implying that answer lies in the eddy dynamics. However, considering the two363

common eddy parameterizations, the down-gradient PV or layer thickness diffusion and the GM364

parameterization, only one can provide a sensible explanation. A thickness diffusion scheme for365

the PWW layer would direct eddy thickness fluxes down the mean gradient, i.e., outwards from366

the gyre interior towards the boundary, leading to a reduction in the spatial gradient of thickness.367

In the absence of diabatic sources of layer thickness at the center of the gyre, the eddies would368

drive the isopycnals towards a state with zero thickness gradients in which their slopes are parallel.369

Thus, for a more energetic gyre with presumably stronger eddy variability one would expect to370

see a reduction of any pre-existing interior thickness gradients, in contrast to the observations.371

The GM eddy parameterization can generate interior thickness gradients even in the absence of a372
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residual mean circulation when the eddy buoyancy diffusivity Kb is depth-dependent. Specifically,373

assuming that Kb is lesser at depth explains not only the observed mean state with non-parallel374

isopycnals but also the amplification of the interior layer thickness gradients occurring during the375

gyre spin-up.376

To illustrate this point, consider an idealized three-layer system described by Equation 4 and377

no-flux boundary conditions, neglecting the diapycnal mixing and the depth-dependence of the378

Ekman-induced velocity. Then the thickness (i.e, H2 = h2− h1) evolution equation for the second379

layer (note h1 = H1) is given by380

∂H2
∂t
+

1
r
∂

∂r

(
rKb

1
∂H2
∂r
+ r∆Kb ∂

∂r
(H1+H2)

)
= 0, (14)

where Kb
2 = Kb

1 +∆Kb. When ∆Kb = 0, this equation reduces to a PV diffusion scheme and admits381

a steady-state solution with parallel isopycnals only. However, when ∆Kb , 0, the steady-state382

solution has isopycnal slopes which vary with depth (i.e., are inversely proportional to the eddy383

buoyancy diffusivity; see Equation 8).384

Not only do the GM-parameterization and PV diffusion represent different mathematical oper-385

ators, the corresponding eddy diffusivity coefficients have different vertical structures in general.386

By equating the divergence of the eddy-induced fluxes, a relationship between Kq and Kb can be387

established (Smith and Marshall 2009; Abernathey et al. 2013):388

Kq
(
∂S
∂z
−
β

f
ŷ

)
=
∂

∂z
(KbS). (15)

Yet to the authors’ knowledge, neither Kb nor Kq has been directly measured in the Beaufort Gyre.389

Rather, an eddy diffusivity coefficient based on a mixing length framework, Kλ, has been estimated390

as391

Kλ ∼ λU, U = u′u′
1
2 , λ = θ′θ′

1
2 /|∇θ |, (16)
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where θ, U, and λ represent the along-isopycnal potential temperature, eddy kinetic energy, and392

characteristic length scale for the eddy-induced displacement of potential temperature anomalies;393

primes represent deviations from a 30 day to 1 year mean (Meneghello et al. 2017). Thus, Kλ is394

qualitatively similar to the eddy diffusivity of a passive tracer.395

Numerical simulations of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current suggest that eddy diffusivities of396

different variables can have vastly different vertical structures. In a nonlinear, quasigeostrophic397

model, Kq was intensified near the critical level (∼1000 m) at which Rossby waves propagate with398

the same velocity as the mean flow (Smith and Marshall 2009). In a primitive equation model,399

the eddy diffusivity of quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity, Ertel potential vorticity, and a passive400

tracer (but not buoyancy) had similar vertical structures below ∼500 m (Abernathey et al. 2013).401

While these findings depend upon the location of critical levels (and hence the baroclinic modes)402

which likely differ between the Beaufort Gyre and the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, they suggest403

that the equivalence of Kq and Kλ should not be assumed. Therefore, Equation 15 cannot be404

directly integrated to obtain Kb, demonstrating the need for alternative methods to infer the vertical405

structure of the eddy buoyancy diffusivity.406

b. Vertical structure of the eddy buoyancy diffusivity: modeling experiments407

To illustrate how the eddy diffusivity profile influences the transient evolution of the gyre, a series408

of nine numerical experiments are performed (Table 1). Specifically, the gyre model of Equation409

4 is set up with two isopycnal interfaces with initial depths of 100 and 200 m. The model is spun410

up for 30 years with a constant Ekman pumping velocity of -3 m yr−1 and then forced with the411

interannually varying Ekman pumping of Meneghello et al. (2017). Three idealized profiles of412

eddy diffusivity are constructed: a uniform profile with Kb = 400 m2 s−1 for both layers; a profile413

that is decreasing with depth (Kb
1 , Kb

2 = 400, 100 m2 s−1), and a profile that is increasing with depth414
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(Kb
1 , Kb

2 = 100, 400 m2 s−1). In addition, the boundary term (fixed boundary, no-flux boundary, and415

flux boundary) is systematically varied. In the flux case, the approximate PWW volume increase416

estimated by Zhong et al. (2019) (about 6.7×103 km3 yr−1) is forced into the gyre as a specified417

lateral flux; there is no injection of volume between the surface and the upper isopycnal. (Note that418

their estimate is time-varying; our results, however, are rather robust to the choice of Q of this order419

of magnitude.) No boundary forcing is prescribed during the spinup. The vertical variation of the420

Eulerian-mean velocity and the diapycnal term have been shown to be small and are neglected.421

At the end of the spinup period, a steady state has been reached in which the isopycnal slope is422

inversely proportional to the eddy buoyancy diffusivity, consistent with Equation 8. In particular,423

the slope is constant with depth if Kb is constant; see dash-dotted lines in Figure 7. Next, we424

discuss the transient dynamics in the experiments with the fixed and no-flux boundary conditions.425

When a constant value of the eddy buoyancy diffusivity is imposed, the transient solution is426

characterized by constant isopycnal layer thickness over time, i.e., all isopycnals evolve in parallel427

when the model is initialized from a state of parallel isopycnals. (As a consequence of Equation428

4, isopycnals that are not parallel approach a parallel state approximately exponentially if Kb is429

constant with depth, neglecting the vertical variation of the Ekman pumping and diapycnal mixing.)430

However, when the eddy diffusivity varies with depth, changes in the Ekman pumping give rise431

to changes in both the isopycnal depth and layer thickness (compare panels a,b and c,d of Figure432

7). The relationship between the isopycnal depth and layer thickness variability reflects the eddy433

buoyancy diffusivity profile. For instance, layer thickness variations in the gyre interior in the434

experiment with Kb
1 > Kb

2 are nearly opposite to those of the experiment with Kb
2 > Kb

1 (Figure435

8e-f). With the fixed boundary condition, Ekman pumping drives changes in both the isopycnal436

depth and total layer volume if Kb varies with depth, since boundary fluxes depend upon the437

isopycnal slope at the boundary and hence the eddy diffusivity (Figure 7b). Even if the total layer438
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volume is constrained to be constant over time (as in the case of the no-flux boundary condition),439

mesoscale eddy fluxes induce layer thickness changes at fixed locations in the gyre interior that are440

compensated near the boundary (Figure 7c).441

With the flux boundary condition, the isopcynal slope can vary with depth in the transient state442

even when the eddy buoyancy diffusivity is constant (Figure 7e). However, this gives rise to a443

physically unrealistic profile of the isopycnal slope since the isopycnal must be deformed near the444

boundary to permit a flux into the gyre (Figure 7e,f). In addition, since the gyre is thought to be445

driven by Ekman pumping (i.e., lateral fluxes respond to Ekman pumping in the gyre interior) rather446

than lateral buoyancy fluxes (i.e., boundary fluxes are forced and independent of the interior Ekman447

pumping), our subsequent theory and discussion focus upon the fixed and no-flux conditions.448

c. A diagnostic for the vertical variation of the GM eddy diffusivity coefficient449

In this section, we formalize the influence of the eddy diffusivity profile on the isopycnal depth450

and thickness variability that was observed in the modeling experiments. Considering the steady451

state solutions of Equation 8, the difference between the slopes of two isopycnals can be expressed452

as453

∂

∂r
(h2− h1) =

τ

ρ0 f

(
1

Kb
2
−

1
Kb

1

)
. (17)

Replacing radial derivatives by∆r according to a scaling relation, Equation 17 implies a relationship454

between the characteristic isopycnal thickness, isopycnal depth variations, and the ratio of eddy455

diffusivities:456

h2− h1
h1

=
Kb

1

Kb
2
−1. (18)

This equation, combined with the variability of PWW isopycnal layer depths and thicknesses457

(Figure 3) from the mooring observations, suggests the approximate profile of the eddy buoyancy458
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diffusivity. The slope of the linear regression of ∆h and h (Figure 9) is an estimate of the left-hand459

side of Equation 18. Using the observational data, the regression suggests that the eddy buoyancy460

diffusivity is ∼10%, 40%, and 30% greater at the upper interface than the lower interface of the461

PWW layer for moorings A, B, and D, respectively. In this estimate, apparent outlying data points462

(gray dots in Figure 3) are removed. If all the data were included, the estimates would change463

to ∼10%, 50%, and 20%, respectively. As will be subsequently quantified, these values likely464

underestimate the true ratio.465

Equation 18 assumes that the gyre evolves in a state of dynamical equilibrium, which would466

be approximately satisfied if the temporal variation of Ekman pumping were at a lower frequency467

than the eddy-driven gyre equilibration timescale. The presence of Ekman pumping variability468

at a higher frequency than the gyre equilibration timescale would potentially introduce noise469

into Equation 18. While the Ekman pumping and gyre equilibration timescales are not fully470

constrained by observations, several estimates of relevant timescales do exist. Experiments with471

a barotropic ocean-sea ice model forced with observed atmospheric variables suggest that the472

ocean circulation alternates between anomalously anticyclonic and cyclonic regimes with a 10-14473

year period (Proshutinsky and Johnson 1997; Proshutinsky et al. 2002, 2015), suggesting that the474

atmospheric forcing has an interannual to decadal memory. It was also shown that the Beaufort475

Gyre freshwater content has a decadal memory of the sea level pressure field (Johnson et al.476

2018). The equilibration timescale of ∼5 years was estimated for a surface stress-driven gyre477

and shown to be inversely proportional to the mesoscale eddy diffusivity (Manucharyan and Spall478

2016). In addition, numerical simulations reveal that the eddy field itself might require a significant479

equilibration timescale of 2-6 years due to the so-called eddy memory effect (Manucharyan et al.480

2017).481
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To investigate how the estimates of Kb depend on the timescale of the Ekman pumping variability,482

we perform numerical experiments with various synthetic forcing, each constructed as a red noise483

process with a specified persistence timescale (T Ek). These time series are scaled to produce484

reasonable means and variances compared with observations. We integrate the three-layer model485

with T Ek ≈ T eq ≈ 6 years (where T eq is the mean of the two interfaces) for 500 years, treating the486

initial 30 year period as a spinup (Experiment 10; Figure 10a). A distribution of Kb
1/K

b
2 is obtained487

by regressing ∆h and h over all overlapping moving windows of length 50 years (for downsampled488

data; the spinup is excluded). Means and 90% confidence intervals are then constructed from the489

resulting distributions. An illustration of the method of estimating Kb
1/K

b
2 is presented in Figure490

10a-b.491

Next, we consider a simplified model of the isopycnal depth to reduce computational complexity.492

(Manucharyan et al. 2016) investigated the adjustment timescale and the general freshwater content493

response to Ekman pumping variability in a single-layer model and found that they follow the494

evolution of the least damped halocline eigenmode, conforming to a forced exponential decay495

equation. Similarly, we model isopycnal thickness perturbations hi for two interfaces i = {1,2} as496

dhi

dt
= −

hi

T eq
i

+wEk, (19)

where the e-folding decay timescale is inversely proportional to the eddy diffusivity, i.e, T eq =497

cR2/Kb, with c ≈ 1/5.7. The ODE is integrated for 500 years, forced with Ekman pumping498

represented by the red noise processes with various T Ek . Distributions of Kb
1/K

b
2 are constructed,499

and confidence intervals are constructed using the same method as for the PDE; see Figure 10c-d.500

The error in recovering the ratio of eddy diffusivities from Equation 18 generally decreases501

as T Ek increases above T eq (Figure 10c) and the method tends to underestimate Kb
1/K

b
2 when502

Kb
1 > Kb

2 . Similarly, the method tends to overestimate Kb
1/K

b
2 when Kb

1 < Kb
2 . The underestimation503
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is scale-dependent, such that as the magnitude of Kb
1/K

b
2 increases, the bias increases (Figure 10d).504

(As the deviation of Kb between the two layers increases, the deviation of the eddy equilibration505

timescale also increases, such that variations in layer depth evolve less coherently with variations506

in layer thickness.) For representative choices of Kb and T Ek ≈ T eq ≈ 6 years (Experiment 10),507

the method recovers a ratio of Kb
1/K

b
2 which is about 90% of that specified (Figure 10d). Thus,508

Equation 18 provides a reasonable estimate of the eddy buoyancy diffusivity ratio.509

7. Summary and Discussion510

Observations suggest that the slope of isopycnals in the Beaufort Gyre halocline increases with511

depth (Figure 2c). Furthermore, during 2004-2018, the isopycnals defining the PWW water mass512

deepened, while the layer increased in volume (Figure 3 and Zhong et al. (2019)). Yet the baroclinic513

structure of the gyre and the recent expansion of the PWW layer cannot be adequately explained514

by existing theories that treat the halocline as a single layer.515

In this study, we have developed a multi-layer gyre model that incorporates all relevant dynamics:516

Ekman pumping, mesoscale eddy activity, and diapycnalmixing. We demonstrated that in themean517

state, the increase of isopycnal slope with depth in the PWW layer can be attributable to the eddy-518

induced streamfunction, but only if the eddy buoyancy diffusivity decreases with depth. We519

provided further support for this statement by considering the transient gyre evolution, since the520

volume of PWWhas been significantly changing during recent decades. Specifically, we combined521

the model framework with observational data to diagnose the contribution of key processes to the522

transient state of the gyre. The Eulerian-mean velocity and diapycnal mixing act to contract,523

rather than expand, the PWW layer, although these effects are relatively minor. Only the eddy524

overturning streamfunction can account for the PWW layer expansion, and this similarly requires525

that the eddy buoyancy diffusivity decrease with depth. Using a scaling law and the observed526
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temporal variability of the isopycnal depth and layer thickness, we infer that depending on the527

mooring location, the eddy buoyancy diffusivity decreases by ∼10-40% over the PWW layer.528

Our results attest to crucial differences in dynamics between the GM parameterization and529

thickness diffusion: mesoscale eddy activity can create, rather than homogenize, thickness gradients530

in the GMparameterization if the eddy buoyancy diffusivity varies vertically. The observed vertical531

structure and evolution of the Beaufort Gyre halocline can thus be explained when eddy fluxes are532

represented by the GM parameterization, but not the thickness diffusion scheme. Thus, the use of533

a depth-independent GM eddy diffusivity, as is commonly found in low-resolution ocean models,534

could lead to misrepresentation of the gyre dynamics and an inadequate flux of PWW into the535

deep basin. However, constraining the true vertical profile of the eddy diffusivity from mooring536

observations is challenging, and simply using the mixing length relation based on along-isopycnal537

temperature fluctuations could provide misleading estimates since the diffusivities of buoyancy,538

potential vorticity, and a passive tracer can have very different vertical structures in general. Given539

the importance of the vertical structure of the eddy buoyancy diffusivity to the transient and540

equilibrated gyre dynamics, it is crucial to provide constraints by observing the Beaufort Gyre not541

only at large-scale but also at eddy scales.542

The conclusions of our study rely on a set of simplifying idealizations of otherwise complex gyre543

dynamics. For instance, we have assumed an axisymmetric gyre with uniform radial boundary544

fluxes, yet it is possible that a volume could be fluxed into the gyre in one location and fluxed out, in545

whole or part, elsewhere. Another possibility is that our model neglects some as-yet-unquantified546

buoyancy source in the interior of the PWW layer, such as convective plumes associated with sea547

ice formation/brine rejection. In addition, our calculation of the Eulerian mean overturning is548

idealized as it considers only large-scale balances to arrive at the relation that Ψ̄ = τ̄/(ρ0 f ), yet it549

is plausible that with a complex coastal geometry, the eddy momentum fluxes (particularly at the550
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continental slopes, but also within the deep basin) which were omitted could lead to substantial551

modifications to the Eulerian mean streamfunction (Manucharyan and Isachsen 2019). Whether552

any of these omitted processes can significantly affect our formed understanding of the role of553

eddies in shaping the vertical structure of the halocline remains to be explored.554

Data availability statement. The MIMOC climatology is available from555

https://www.pmel.noaa.gov/mimoc/. The BGOS mooring data is available on the WHOI556
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among oceanographic variables.558
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Table 1. Summary of numerical experiments performed with the three-layer model. Indicated are experiment

ID, upper and lower layer eddy buoyancy diffusivity Kb
1 , Kb

2 [m2 yr−1], data source for Ekman pumping, boundary

condition, and length of integration [years], excluding the spinup period of 30 years. For forcing, “observed"

refers to Ekman pumping based on Meneghello et al. (2017); TEk refers to the timescale [years] of the synthetic

red noise. For flux boundary condition, fluxes are estimated from Zhong et al. (2019) (see text).

705

706

707

708

709

ID Kb
1 Kb

2 Forcing BCs Duration

1 400 400 observed fixed 12

2 400 400 observed no-flux 12

3 400 400 observed flux 12

4 400 100 observed fixed 12

5 400 100 observed no-flux 12

6 400 100 observed flux 12

7 100 400 observed fixed 12

8 100 400 observed no-flux 12

9 100 400 observed flux 12

10 393 290 TEk = 6 fixed 470
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Fig. 1. a) Annual-mean salinity from the Monthly Isopycnal & Mixed-layer Ocean Climatology (MIMOC)

(Schmidtko et al. 2013) at 200 dbar showing the pronounced salinity minimum in the Beaufort Gyre (colormap).

Bathymetry contours in intervals of 1000 m (solid black lines). Location of pressure-latitude transect at 150◦W

in panel b (dashed black line). Location of Beaufort Gyre Observing System (BGOS) moorings A-D (white

dots). b) Latitude-pressure transect at 150◦W showing the annual mean potential density (referenced to 0 dbar)

as calculated from the MIMOC temperature and salinity data using the TEOS-10 equations of state. Selected

isopycnals (black lines).
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Fig. 2. Time-mean stratification at Mooring B. a) Salinity (blue) and potential temperature θ (red). b) Potential

density ρ (blue) and buoyancy frequency N2 (red). c) Mean isopycnal slope S estimated at Moorings A-D from

the MIMOC climatology.
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Fig. 3. a-d) Depth of the 1026 kg m−3 (blue) and 1027 kg m−3 (red) isopycnals corresponding to the upper

and lower interfaces of the PWW layer at BGOS moorings A-D, respectively. e-h) Thickness of PWW layer, i.e.,

difference between isopycnal interface depths plotted in a-d. Isopycnal depths are smoothed with a ninety-day

moving median filter after removing points with 90-300 m EKE above the 90th percentile. In addition, data

shown in gray are manually identified to be outliers of ∆h in ∆h-h space (gray points in Figure 9). Similar to

Figure 5 of Zhong et al. (2019).
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Fig. 4. Schematic of a cross section of the Beaufort Gyre, including the major processes involved in setting

its vertical structure. The gyre is bounded by the shelf on the south (left) and is open to the north (right).

Eulerian-mean vertical velocity (wEk); eddy-induced vertical velocity (w∗). Idealized profile of the isopycnals

defining the PWW layer in a steady state in which Kb is constant with depth (blue lines) and in a transient state

in which the surface stress intensifies and Kb decreases with depth.
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Fig. 5. a-c) Indicated EOFs of the observed Ekman pumping of Meneghello et al. (2017) over the given region.

EOFs are scaled to have mean 1 m yr−1 between the gyre center and ∼400 km for comparison with the idealized

forcing. d) Spatial component w1(r) of the idealized Ekman pumping in the model experiments with the fixed

and flux (including no-flux) boundary conditions, and azimuthal mean of the EOFs in a-c. e) Time-dependent

component pEk(t) of the idealized Ekman pumping velocity in the model experiments and principal components

corresponding to the EOFs in a-c. See text for details.
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Fig. 6. a) Estimates of ∂h/∂t, i.e., change of isopycnal depth with time, at indicated Beaufort Gyre Observing

System (BGOS) moorings as estimated from the linear trend over the time period of the available data. b)

Ekman pumping velocity penetrating to indicated depth, as calculated from Equation 12 using the time-mean

stratification fromBGOSmooring B and the indicatedwavelength L (km) of the surface Ekman pumping velocity.

c) Estimates of wd (i.e., vertical velocity due to diapycnal mixing) based on the time-mean ρ(z) at mooring B.
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Fig. 7. Various states of the three-layer model from six experiments (summarized in Table 1). Two different

profiles of the eddy buoyancy diffusivity are used: uniform profile (Kb
i = 400 m2 s−1 for both interfaces) and

surface-intensified profile (Kb
1 = 400, Kb

2 = 100 m2 s−1 for the upper and lower interface, respectively). In

addition, three different boundary conditions (fixed, no-flux, and flux) are used. The 1026 and 1027 kg m−3

isopycnals are represented by the blue and red lines, respectively. Initial state of the model (dashed lines);

equilibrated state at the end of the 30-year spinup (dash-dotted lines); transient state at a selected timestep (solid

lines). a) Uniform eddy diffusivity and fixed boundary condition. b) Surface-intensified eddy diffusivity and

fixed boundary condition. c) Uniform eddy diffusivity and no-flux boundary condition. d) Surface-intensified

eddy diffusivity and no-flux boundary condition. e) Uniform eddy diffusivity and flux boundary condition. f)

Surface-intensified eddy diffusivity and flux boundary condition.
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Fig. 8. Time series of isopycnal depth and thickness from selectedmodel experiments (summarized in Table 1),

forced with the observed Ekman pumping of Figure 5e, with indicated profiles of the eddy buoyancy diffusivity,

at a spatial location about 300 km from the gyre center. a-c) Depth h of the 1026 (blue) and 1027 kg m−3 (red)

isopycnals. Dash patterns indicate different boundary conditions: fixed (solid line) and no-flux (dashed line).

d-f) Thickness ∆h between the isopycnals.
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Fig. 9. Scatterplot of ∆h for the two isopycnals bounding the PWW layer (1026 and 1027 kg m−3) and h (for

the upper isopynal); the same data is plotted as a time series in Figure 3. Linear least-squares fit over all data

(dashed black line) and with apparent outliers of ∆h (gray points) manually identified and removed (solid black

line); the slope is an estimate of the left-hand side of Equation 18. The coefficient of determination R2 is given

in the upper left.
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Fig. 10. a) Time series of h and ∆h (anomalies from time mean) from Experiment 10 (see Table 1). b) Scatter

plot of ∆h and h from Experiment 10 about 300 km from the gyre center to the boundary during a selected

50-year period. The slope of the dashed black line represents the left-hand side of Equation 18; the slope of

the solid black line represents that recovered from least-squares fit to modeled data. c) Scatter plot of Kb
1 /K

b
2

versus TEk/Teq from a regression of ∆h and h. ODE data is from Equation 19; PDE refers to Experiment 10.

Dashed line represents the specified ratio. d) Scatter plot of recovered versus specified Kb
1 /K

b
2 for TEk ≈Teq ≈ 6

years. Deviation from the dashed line represents the error. In c-d, boxes represent the mean of the distribution

of regression coefficients over 50-year moving windows of the data; error bars are the 5th and 95th percentiles.
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